
Happy New Year 2019! Read our
top three posts of 2018
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Happy 2019! As 2018 comes to a close, we invite you to read
our most popular three posts of the year.

Here they are, in order of number of hits:

#1: It’s a gas! your young infant’s burps and farts

#2: It’s no laughing matter: another tween game in town

#3: Kids with “pink eye” CAN attend daycare, and other updated
school exclusion recommendations

We wish all of our Two Peds readers and all of your children a
Happy, Healthy, and Peaceful 2019.

Sincerely,

Julie Kardos, MD and Naline Lai, MD
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It’s  no  laughing  matter:
another tween game in town

A snippet from a quick search on
youtube for “true laugh”
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There’s another game in town called “Find your true laugh,”
but it is no laughing matter. One kid lies down and another
kid either sits on the recumbent kid’s chest or pushes hard on
the recumbent kid’s chest with his hands (think CPR chest
compressions). As the recumbent kid starts to laugh, his laugh
purportedly changes. In this case, in addition to compromising
a kid’s airway, the force of another person pushing hard on
the  chest  can  lead  to  rib  fractures  and,  as  one  of  our
patients discovered painfully, even a fractured sternum. Rib
fractures are acceptable as a side effect of CPR but are not
an acceptable side effect of a game.

Tweens in particular seem vulnerable to trying the “Hey, this
looks fun, let’s try it, ” airway blocking games. Explain to
your tween that anything that can possibly interfere with
breathing can hurt him.

Dr. Kardos tells tween patients:

Your nose is for breathing air. NOT for breathing fumes from
glue or markers in order to get high. Called “huffing,” this
can lead to sudden fatal heart arrhythmias.

Your mouth is also for breathing. Tweens can all recite the
dangers of smoking cigarettes, but they can find it amusing to
breathe in crushed candy, which can irritate lungs, or to try
to swallow a spoonful of cinnamon while taking the “cinnamon
challenge.”The coughing and vomiting that result from this
challenge are evidence of its potential danger.

Air moves through your neck to reach your lungs. Tweens play
the “choking game” by strangling themselves in order to get a
brief high before passing out. Tell your kids to never tie or
loop  anything  around  their  necks,  for  obvious  reasons.
Kids have died playing this game.

Your lungs are in your chest. To get back to the find your
true laugh game: this game involves smushing the chest. Point
out that lungs can’t expand to hold air if someone is crushing
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your chest.

Earlier in this summer, Dr Lai  turned  around at a party to
find a pile of tween girls on the rug giggling and trying to
push in each other’s rib cages. After explaining to the girls
why  one  should  never  block  her  airway,  one  of  the  girls
 ferevently nodded and said , “I see, like the bologna game?”

“What bologna game?” asked Dr. Lai

” The one where you take a piece of bologna, cover your mouth
and inhale it in.”

“Yes, like the bologna game, ” said Lai with a sigh.

What will they think of next?
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